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Data Mining with Computational Intelligence (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
Nowadays data accumulate at an alarming speed in various storage devices,
and so does valuable information. However, it is difficult to understand information
hidden in data without the aid of data analysis techniques, which
has provoked extensive interest in developing a field separate from machine
learning. This new field is...
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Computational Approaches to Biochemical Reactivity (Understanding Chemical Reactivity)Springer, 1997
This book summarises recent results in the rapidly developing discipline of the computational aspects of biochemical reactivity. It presents a comprehensive and critical treatise on the subject, with numerous references covering practically all relevant and recent work. The chapters, written by eminent experts in the field, deal with quantum...
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The Executive Guide to E-mail Correspondence: Including Model Letters for Every SituationCareer Press, 2006
Sit down at the keyboard and cinch that deal!   Press the send button and get the account!
Writing skills are more important than ever in determining business success. They can make the difference between climbing the corporate ladder and getting stuck on a low rung. An e-mail that's clear, concise, and targeted will get more than just a...
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Parallel Algorithm Derivation and Program TransformationSpringer, 1993
Transformational programming and parallel computation are two emerging fields that may ultimately depend on each other for success. Perhaps because ad hoc programming on sequential machines is so straightforward, sequential programming methodology has had little impact outside the academic community, and transformational methodology has had little...
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Digital Business: First International ICST Conference, DigiBiz 2009, London, UK, June 17-19, 2009, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2010
This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International ICST Conference, DigiBiz 2009, held in London, UK, in June 2009.

The 19 contributions published in this volume were carefully selected from over 60 submitted works in a rigorous peer-reviewed process.

The papers dealt with subjects like virtual business alliances,...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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Environmental Foresight and Models: A ManifestoElsevier Limited, 2002

	Policy-makers and the public, it has famously been said, are more interested in the possibility of non-linear dislocations and surprises in the behaviour of the environment than in smooth extrapolations of current trends. The International Task Force in Forecasting Environmental Change (1993-1998) dedicated its work to developing procedures...
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Foundations of ComputingThomson Delmar Learning, 1997

	It may sound surprising that in computing, a field which develops so fast that the future often becomes the past without having been the present, there is nothing more stable and worthwhile learning than its foundations.


	It may sound less surprising that in a field with such a revolutionary methodological impact on all sciences and...
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Advances in Data Mining and Modeling: Hong Kong 27 - 28 June 2002World Scientific Publishing, 2003

	Data mining and data modeling are hot topics and are under fast development. Because of its wide applications and rich research contents, a lot of practitioners and academics are attracted to work on these areas. In the view of promoting the communications and collaborations among the practitioners and researchers in Hong Kong, a two-day...
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Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	In the time since the 1986 edition of this book, the world of compiler design
	has changed significantly. Programming languages have evolved to present new
	compilation problems. Computer architectures offer a variety of resources of
	which the compiler designer must take advantage. Perhaps most interestingly,
	the venerable technology of...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows C# developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your own...
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Pulsed Laser Ablation of Solids: Basics, Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book introduces ‘the state of the art' of pulsed laser ablation and its applications. It is based on recent theoretical and experimental studies. The book reaches from the basics to advanced topics of pulsed laser ablation. Theoretical and experimental fundamental phenomena involved in pulsed laser ablation are discussed with...
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